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Hodinkee sells  a variety of exclus ive watches  as  well as  providing editorial content. Image credit: Hodinkee
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French luxury conglomerate LVMH Mot Hennessy Louis Vuitton is one of a number of investors poised to reap the
benefits of the rise of the watch platform Hodinkee, which succeeded in raising $40 million via a Series B funding
round this week and tapped a new chief executive.

The fundraising round was led by lead investor TCG, an affiliate of The Chernin Group LLC, and included
participation from LVMH Luxury Ventures, professional football star and IWC ambassador Tom Brady, singer-
songwriter John Mayer and GV, formerly known as Google Ventures. As part of the effort, Benjamin Clymer, founder
of Hodinkee, will hand the reins as CEO to Toby Bateman, but remain executive chairman.

"I am confident that with our new partners, we will be able to welcome new watch lovers into the world of
Hodinkee," Mr. Clymer said in a statement. "I am proud to have Toby onboard as our new CEO and am pleased to
welcome TCG, LVMH Luxury Ventures, Tom Brady and more into the Hodinkee family."

Full-speed ahead
Hodinkee plans to use the investment to advance its retail and ecommerce capabilities as well as for the
development of its  editorial side.

Set up in 2008 by Mr. Clymer, Hodinkee has evolved from a blog with writing about mechanical timepieces into a
fully-fledged media and commerce company.
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Hodinkee's  former CEO and founder Ben Clymer. Image credit: Hodinkee

A former managing director of rival watch site Mr Porter, Mr. Bateman has already begun expanding Hodinkee's
editorial and service offerings in his new job, which he started on Dec. 1.

"Hodinkee is a brand that I have long admired and been a fan of," Mr. Bateman said in a statement."I give a lot of
credit to Ben and the team for bringing the world of watches online."

Also joining Hodinkee as a board member is Mr. Tony Fadell, sometimes dubbed the "Father of the iPod," who as a
senior vice president of Apple's iPod division oversaw the design and development of iPods and iPhones. Mr.
Fadell is  currently a principal at Future Shape, an investment and advisory firm.

On the agenda at Hodinkee are new editorial products as well as more vintage and modern watch offerings. In the
vein of Hodinkee Insurance, its insurance for watches, more services are expected to be developed as well.

Hodinkee declined to divulge the various stakes of its  new investors, but LVMH is a key one.

LVMH launched its Ventures program three years ago, in an effort to support emerging brands.

According to the LVMH Luxury Ventures site, the group looks to invest in luxury brands with growth potential who
have demonstrated "a commitment to innovation, defining new uses and trends and paving the way for the business
models of tomorrow."

In October 2019, LVMH Luxury Ventures invested in Madhappy, a Los Angeles-based direct-to-consumer brand as it
continues to court Generation Z consumers. Founded in 2017, it has established a dedicated following with biweekly
limited drops and pop-up shops (see story).

LVMH Luxury Ventures also has minority investments in French beauty retailer Officine Universelle Buly and luxury
ready-to-wear brand Gabriela Hearst (see story).
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